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What frightens you?   
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 My wisdom teeth have taught me that sometimes your bottom wisdom teeth 

grow in before your top ones do and then if  you accidentally chew with them you will 

press a corn chip between your new tooth and your gum and it will result in lots of  little 

cuts in your mouth. They have also taught me that if  you chew a corn chip with your 

wisdom teeth and you end up with lots of  little cuts in your mouth then the next thing 

you drink shouldn’t be lemonade because it will sting.  Now that I think about it really any 

citrus-based drink would be a poor choice.

 Additionally, they have made me think 

about how if  getting teeth late in life makes me 

wiser then shouldn’t sharks, which replace their 

teeth continually over the course of  their life, be the 

wisest creatures of  all, and maybe the movie Jaws 

was a prophetic warning.  Then they made me realize 

that that idea is stupid and sharks are not a threat as 

long as I stay on land and Steven Spielberg probably 

doesn’t talk to god or else god would have told him 

that Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of  the Crystal Skull was 

a stupid title.
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-The following is a less-than-spirited critique of  several inconsequential facets of  the canon 

of  postmodern social theory, followed by a grudging caveat and a couple of  really racist 

jokes.

-This thesis is a series of  photographs of  John Candy and his more memorable cinematic 

exploits.

-Look, guys. I’m gonna show you something that will blow your minds. You see there’s 

this guy, and he’s got a wife, and the wife represents nature, and then there’s a son, and the 

son is like, the technological sublime and then there’s a border collie and he represents the 

nation of  Islam. And when they eat lunch it’s just this crazy... aggregate... something... of  

yeah. It’s dope. And in it I include a picture of  Megan Fox’s head on the body of  an ostrich. 

I mean, how “A+” is that? (Please let it be really “A+”)

-In this work, we discover the heartache that comes from scorned love, the redeeming 

qualities of  hope, and Peter Rabbit learns to help his mother in the kitchen.

-This thesis is about the taste you get in your mouth after you’ve had three red bulls and a 

box of  thin mints and are playing Snood naked in your bathroom at 4 AM.

-I wrote this thesis in MS Paint. It’s about negative space.

-I wanted this thesis to be about hot chicks, but my thesis advisor got really awkward about 
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chapter is about heat. There isn’t a third chapter. Enjoy it, jerks.

-This thesis is written in comic sans.

-This undergraduate thesis is an exploratory of  the overwhelming sexual frustration that I 

felt cooped up in the Hauser library all day and hence it is a series of  open letters written to 

my thesis desk partner asking if  he wants a blowjob.

-My project in the construction of  the undergraduate thesis was to more thoughtfully 

express the overwhelming resentment I feel toward my parents and their generation and all 
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-This thesis is the Sparknotes article on Jane Eyre.
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Lesson 1. Introductions

1. Hello

   

2. How are you?

   

3. I am not a policeman.

   

4. What are you running from?

   5. Please calm yourself  and drop the knife.

   6. My father is also an alcoholic.

QUIZ: How do you say…

“I am not my father”

“I am also an alcoholic policeman.”

“Abandon all hope [father+policeman+father+calm+policeman]”

QUIZ: What do these phrases mean? Write your answer in the blank spaces 

provided below.

“___________________________________________________________________”

“___________________________________________________________________”

“___________________________________________________________________”

“___________________________________________________________________”

Good director, not a prophet.


